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ABS1 ACT
The maximuin overlap hybridizations of several organic and inorganic
systems are determined.
The organic systems involved are bicyclo [2 .l.o]pen-2- erne, bicyclo [101.0]--
butane, cyclopentene, cyclopentadiene, and (CH)5+. The first two are
characterized by two fused rings and therefore have severe angular strain
It is found that the bridging hybrids hive very high p-ccntent and :large
deviation angles. It is also found that the hybrids thus obtained are
transferable between parts of mx-.1ecules for wh_eh the structural features
are similar. For cy clopentene and cyciopentadiene, the effect oF intros ci.n
double bond(s) to small hydrocarbon rings is investigated. According to
the maximum overlap model, it see-ins that a five-membered ring can acco tod.wte
one or two double. bonds without much dil fieulty, four-,-..lei bered_ ring with
one double. bond is of considerable s train and -a threc-membered ring is th a
- double bond will be even more. strained.. For the last cas^ (CH Cs where both
localized and deloali zed bonds are involved., the hybridizat- on is obtc.ineca
and the result is quite- satisfactory when compared to those calculated by
other authors using more elaborate methods.
For -inorganic systems, the maximum overlap hybridiz.a t ions of H gCl2, Hgl3-,
PtCl42- ZnC142- CuC153-, SF4 and BrF3 are obtained and the weights of different
combinations of atomic orbitals for the structures are found. Morcovei., the
lone-pair wave functions of the last two molecules are determined.
The general impression is that the maximumoverlap model is quite
useful in descripting the bonding in molecules with moderate size
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been admirable progress in raclecular orbital
calculations. However, in the foreseeable future, molecules of real chemica
interest are too complex to be treated in full exactness. Moreover, even
if the exact wave functions are available, the tabulation of the overall
electron distribution of a complex molecule is not what -Li-ould interest most
chemists. Therefore, it may be instructive, at this stage, to investigate
molecules of chemical interest by a simpler method which gives concise and
easy-to-grasp results. Maximum overlap hybridization is one of the models
that satisfy this requirement. Compared to semi-emprical and ab initio MQ
methods, its-calculation-is extremely simple and its results, expressed in
term of hybridization, are most familiar to all chemists.
As is well known, Linus Lauling, in order to account for the directional'
properties- of chemical bonds, introduced the concept of hybridization in
1931. t1 Although without a_'ull theoretical backgr. ou_nd, it is useful in
helping chemists to systematize a .d rationalize the enorrr us wealth o_r
experimental data
The maximum overlap hybrids are non-integer hybrids: i not an
integer in the expression spr• In the original scheme proposed. by Paul'- ng,
the hybridizations involving s and p orbitals are restricted to sp2,
and spa. However, sufficient evidence has been acc.umu:i aced in recent years
to indicate strongly that, unless for symmetry require. ert, the hybrids
originating from one atom are nut necessarily equivalent to Each other.
For example, the well-'.uno-vn e:zvriron-ri-ntal changes in c boy=--carbon single
bond bond lengths have been attributed to differences in hybridization
2of carbon atoms participating in the bonding. A simple -correlation between
hybridization and the corresponding bond length was proposed by Dewar and
Schmei3ing. (2) The hybridizations used in the correlation are spn type
with n being' 1, 2, or 3. However, it has been pointed out that there is
sufficient evidence in the literature to indicate that it is better to
remove such- a restriction. In fact, an estimate of the s :P ratio from
experimental bond-lengths was made by Bak and Led 3 and non-integer hybrid
parameters have been suggested as a result. The calculated results and
C
experimental data are in good agreement.
The criterion of maximum overlap has long been advocated as a measure
of the strength of chemical bonds.(4) In the sixties, this criterion acquired
new attention and the construction of maximum overlap molecular orbitals
and hybrids were discussed. -Coulson and Goodwin(5) exarL ed this criterion
by applying it to highly strained cycloalkanes and the results were quite
satisfactory when compared wits the :more elaborator ly obtained results. (6)
Following -their, work, Randid and his coworkers have a-Dplied this criterion
extensively to organic syste.,as of medium size.
The criterion of maximum overlap has no firia theoretical background and
is based on. the intuitive picture that larger the overlap is, stronger the
bond will be. However, Lykos and Schmeising (7) showed that' fo r homonuclear
systems, Heckel molecular orb tals are maximum overlap orbitals if the over-
laps are suitably weighted. This explains at least partly the success of
the criterion. The hybridizations thus obtained have been correlated with
experimental quantities such as carbon-carbon bond energy, vibrational
stretching frequency, proton chemical shifts, spin-spin coupling constants
3
(J13C-H and J13C -13C), proton acidity and carbon-hydrogen and carbon-carbon
(8)
bond lengths(8) The correlations, as a whole, are quite encouraging.
In this thesis, the maximum overlap hybrids of several organic and
inorganic systems are constructed.
Organic systems:
1. Systems with only two-center localized bonds: Bicyclo [2.1.0 ]pen-2-ene,
. bicyclo [l .1.0 ]butare, cyclopentene and cyclopentadiene.
The first two molecules are characterized by two fused rings. This
introduces severe strain tc the molecule and it may be instructive to
investigate the resulting hybridization. In the last two cases, the effects
of introducing double bonds to five membered rings are e_amined. In addition, a
comparison of the overlap .between strained and non-strained rings is made.
2 System with both two-center localized and multi-center delocalized bonds:.
The square pyramidal struc5+ture of (CH)+
The study of delocalized,systems using maximum overlap hybridization
(9)
was first done by Randid and co-worker They applied the method proposed
by Lykos and Schmeisin_g- to B9H6 and Murrell--Golebiewski to CHGe in these
two cases, the atomic orbital of the ligand, hydrogen, is known and the
boron-boron overlap in 32Ho is neglected. However, in the more general
hydrocarbon systems, the overlap between carbon and carbon is not negligible
and that both of the hybrids used in the formation of the carbo:-i-carbon bonds
are not knowm. An iterative procedure is proposed to solve this difficulty.
So, it may be said that it is a new experience to apply max mum overlap
criterion to study delocalized hydrocarbon systems including carbon-carbon
overlap.
4Stohrerand Hoffmann( J O ) prorosed, in 1972 , that the most s stable structure
of ( CH ) + 5 is a squarepyramidalcation. Experimental5 p o evidence, although
supportingtheir prediction, does not give a final answer to the question
and some other structureshave been proposed by using different methods ( 115
12 , 13 ) However, the square pyramidalstructureis of special interest in
that , in this structure, there is a five - - coordinatedcarbon and therefore
delocalizedmud ti - center bonding is involved. In this thesis , the maximum
overlap hybridizationof this structures is determined . Since experimental,
structural data are not available , the geometricalparametersused in the
calculationsare those proposedby Dewar and Haddon( 12 ) .
InorganicA . X systems: - -
1 . systemswithnc loneparrs: Ggcl2 , Hg I 3 , Pt Cl 2 - , Zn Cl 2 - , Cu CL 3 -
3 4 4
The max : , mum overlap hybridizationof these systems are determinedusing
the methodof Murrell- - Golebiewsou. .
2 . Systemswith lonepair ( s ) : SF 4 and Br F 3 .
Again , the method of Murrell - Golebiewskii employed. Moreover, the
wave functionsof the lone pairs are also determined. However, in the case
of Br F 3 , some additionalssumptionshave to be made in order to determine
the orientationf the lone Pairs . Randic ( 8 ) has discussedthe difficulty
in constructingmaximumoverlap hybrids in the presence of lone pairs . It
is generally believed that lone pairs have rather high s - contents . According
to Bader and Jones , by using a bent bond model , the hybridsof oxygenused
in the 0 - H bondingof H 20 are nearlypure p - orbitals. Since s - orbitalover laps
much more effectivelywith the ligand orbitals than p and d - orbitals do , the
maximumoverlap hybrids for A - X bonds have inevitablyhigh s character. As
5a result, the lone pairs are mainly p and d orbitals and are not in accordance
with the general belief that lone pairs are mainly s orbitals(14). Never-
theless, this describes a simple method to construct the lone-pair wave
function.
Because of the differences in their nature, the maximum overlap hybri-
dization of the inorganic systems, localized organic systems and delocalized
organic systems are determined by different methods. The inorganic systems
are treated. by a method proposed by Murrell(15) and modified by Golebiewsky(16),
The organic systems include only two-center bonds are treated by Randic s s
model. Finally, the organic systems with delocalized bonds are treated by
method proposed by Lykos and Schemising(7).
6II. MTHODS OF CALCULATION
A. Randic' s Method
The basic principle of the method was first outlined by Coulson and
Goodwin (5). However, Randic. and his co-workers have made several modifications
to the method. The most important ones are the introduction of weighing
factors for-carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen overlaps and the use of Clementi
atomic orbitals instead of Slater orbitals. The method of Randic is described
as follows:
As is well known, the hybrids originating from one atom are linear
combinations of its atomic orbitals. Since, in this thesis, only hydrocarbon
systems are treated by this method, the orbitals participating in hybridization
are 2s and 2p orbitals of carbon atom only i.e.,
Hybrids and of the same carbon atom are subjected to the orthogonal
condition:
where 8 is the interorbital argie between the hybrids. The overlap between
two hybrids. v of different atoms is
..If .the hybrids are not directed along the line joining the two atoms under
investigation, the overlap can be obtained by decomposing the p orbitals
into compontents along (p0) and perpendicular (p ) to the bond:
7where duv is the deviation angle between u and Cu -Cv bond. Analogous
v
equations for hybrid v are:
Now the total overlap between hybrid I u and v is the sun of a--type and
-type overlaps.
In this treatment, the carbon--nydrogen bonds are assumed to be straight.
Overlap Slj depend on the distance between atoms J.- and j. Me followin
bond lengths and overlaps are used. by Rnrelic' to obtain maxi:=ii overlap
hybridization:
OC-H bond (bond length 1.07.)
type of overlap overlap
0.5843(1s H, 2sC)
(1sH ,2pC) 0.5083
C-C bond (bond length 1.535 A)






C=C bond. (bond length 1.30 2)
type of overlap overlap
(2sci 2SC) 0.1.70
(25C) 2p0) o .469o
0.2320(2pc 2p0) o,
(2pe 2p) o.364oC
When different types of overlap are invol gyred, for exa,r:ple, when both
carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen overlaps are present, weighing factors are
introduced to account for the different C -H and C--C bond energies- The
weighing factors KCC=121.17 and K,H=145.67 are chosen so that they reproduceV
C-C and C-H bond energies in.' Kcal/mole in. ethane, assurrii.n, the proportiunalities
ECC=KcCSCC and ECH=KCHSCH. Total overlap now becomes
The independent variables chosen with repect to which 5 tot al in maximized
are those can be predicted before hand. The generally used independent
variables are the exponent r_ and the.deviation angles. A worked example
is included in a recent review by Rardic and MaksicTherefore, a more
detailed description of the method is not given here.
B- The Lykos and Schmeising Method
In 1960, Lowd in (17) pointed a out that the magnitude of the smallest
9
eigenvalue of the overlap matrix of a systems may be used as the measurement
of the linear- 'dependence' of the basis set used in describing the system.
By considering Lowdin' s argament from the opposite point of view, Lykos and
Schmeisin (7) roved that the ei nevectors of the overlap matrix ix aremaximum,
overlap orbitals. Their proof is as follows:
Let i .be the basis functions and the molecular orbital which is a
linear combination of i, i.e.,
The projection of i on is
Expanding in this expression yields
where SiJ.,, is an element of the square overlap matrix and c is
J
the row vector of molecular orbital:
and c is the cooresponding column vector. When' is normalized,
10
Introducing this relationship into expression for yields
or
When all the molecular orbitals are taken into account, there will be a
coefficient matrix C instead of a vector c. The corresponding ei envalue
equation then becomes
where is a diagonal eigenvalue matrix with elementsi. From this
equation, it is clear that the maximum eigenvalue corresponds to the eigenvector.
with the maximum overlap. Therefore, when the number of valence electrons
in the system is 2n, the n eigenvectors corresponding to the first n largest
eigehvalues form an orthonorml set of maximum overlap molecular orbitals.
The maximum overlap molecular orbitals thug obtained are delocalized
orbitals. Therefore, in order to form the hybrids, they have to be made
localized first. A method which is based on an intitutive picture was used
by Lykos and Schmeising for localization. The basic :idea of the method is
that the overlap involved in a localized two-center bond should mostly be
contributed by orbitals of the two atoms forming the bond. The method is
described below. However, the actual calculating procedure used in this
thesis is modified slightly for the hydrocarbon systems.
Let XXY be the localized orbital representing X-Y bond and expressed
as the linear combination of the molecular orbitals i with suitable
symmetry.,
11
The atomic orbitals in XXY may be divided into two main catagories, namely,
those from atom X and those f roan Y:
HX,Y (HY,Y) may be treatd as a hybrid originating from X(Y) and pointing
toward Y (X). The overlap between hybrids HX Y and H is then the X Y bond
Y,X
overlap, i.e.,
The total overlap of the syste 1,E: S, is then maximized zdth respect toy XY
the coefficients ai.
C. The Murrell-Golebiewskd. Method
A method of constructing Maximum o- erlap hybrids for the atom A in
AXk--type system, as proposed by Murrell (15) in 1960. The calculating
procedure was then modified by Golebiewski (16).Here the modified procedure
is described.
Assuming that the geometrical configuration of the molecule, the orbitals
of the ligands, e 1 e2,••• e k' and a set of linearly independent ortho-
normal atomic orbitals, y l:••• On' .for the central atom A acre known, the
maximum overlap hybrids i of A can be determined, according to Murrell,
under the constraint that





In this model, it is assumed that each ligand possesses only one orbital
which can take part in the molecular binding. Also, the overlaps between
ligand orbitals are neglectable. With this, the overlap matrix S between
the ligands orbitals and the central atom orbitals can easily be constructed:
(2)S
The matrix SST, where ST is the transpose of S, is square, Syrnmetric, real,
and can be diagonalized:
(3)
where uT is the eigenvector matrix of SST and eigenvalues are real and
positive. Then, the appropriate coefficients aij, of the matrix A and (tr Sl )Max
13
can be immediatelycalculated. with the following two theorems proved by
Golebiewski.
Theorem1 : For a given geometricalonfigurationand a given set of
orbitals1 , . . . , n , the maximumvalue of the trace of S can be calculated
from the formula:
1
where . all are to be taken as positive.
Theorem2 : Providedthat all a 1 are non - zero , the . matrixA can be
calculatedTr Tith the use . of the followingexplicit formula. :
( 4)
where , again , all sgsaro roots of i are taken with a positivesign . she
proof of these theoremsare given in Gclebiewsk! ' s paper and thereforenot
. repeatedhere .
In summarythe maximumoverlap hybrids in AXn system c n be determined
with the followingsteps :
( a ) The overlapmatrixS is first . constructed[ equation( 2 ) ]
T
( b ) The square matrix SS is diagonalizedwith eigenvaluesand
eigenvectorma rixbeing ac j and , ul - respectively, [ equation( 3 ) ] ;
( c ) The maximumoverlaphybrid matrix A [ equation( 1 ) ] is calculated
by equation( 4 ) .
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IIT. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Organic Systems with Only Two-Center Localized Bonds
1. Bicyclo [2.1.0 ]pen-2--ene and Bicyclo [1.1.0 ]butane
The calculated results of bicylo [2.l.O]pen-2-ene (I) and bicyclo [l.l .G J_
(II) are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. in these and
subsequent Tables the hybrid orbital O(ij) is directed from carbon atom i
.to, carbon atom j and, with another hybrid 0(j i), contributes to the overlap
Sij of the Ci-Ci bond. Hybrids pointed towards hydrogens are designated as
(iH), 0(jH), etc. In the case of I, two assumptions have been made in the
calculation: the cyclobutene ring is planar and the deviation angles d32
and a3 are identical. The first assumption orgirates from the experimental
e3ata(l8) and the second has been justified by Randic and j-%iaksic The..
maximLim overlap hybridization of II has been reported by Randic using Slater-
type orbital as the basis set. Since all other c lculatiors in this thesis
are done using Clementi orbitals(21), and in order to made aV Comparison
meaningful, the maximum overlap hybridization of IT is recalculated using
Clementi' s wave functions. -The details of the calculation for I and IT are
given in Appendix I and II respectively.
Examining the results in Tables 1 and 2, it can be readily seen that
the hybridization indices (n) are larger than 3 for single bond cases and
2 for double bonds. This means that the contribution of prorbital is larger
than in normal cases. As a result,. the interorbl_tal angles are smaller than
the normal cases. In other words, the deviation angles are reduced and the
corresponding overlaps increased. The deviation angles can be divided into
two categories, one around 23° for four-membered rings and the other around











Figure 1. The numbering systems of bicyclo [2.1.O]per-2-ene
and bicyclo [1.1.0]butane
16
Table 1. The Maximum Overlap Hybrids, Bond Overlaps, Interorbital
Angles, Deviation Angles, Experimental Bond Lengths, and
Calculated and Experimental Bond Angles of Bicyclo [2 .l .0]--
pen-2-ene.
b Interorbital BondnHybrida Overlap Angles (degrees) c Deviation d
Angles (degrees) Lengtns(Q )e
0.60380(12) 3.860 X2'5=10 d1222.51 5.0 C1 2- =53.
e2 1'3 =107.90(21) 3.505' d21 23 .7
=106.0.66283.0320(23) c12 3 14.4 02-L3=1.51
2.5000(32) @2'4=119.1 d32-13.1
3
0.58614.0970(25) 1-,5=105.3 d25= 25.6 C2-C5=1.s2
1.690 0.75700(34) d34=13.1 C3-04=1.3
0.7)4140(IH) 2.3 99 C1-H=1.09
1.9 6 0.75250(2H) C2-H=1.07
1.9190(3H) 0.75)4? C3 H=1.09
l
Calculated bond angles (degrees):




aThe first number indicate the atom from which the hybrid originates the
second number indicates the atom towards which the hybrid points-
In the expression spr
is the angle at atom i between hybrids (ij) and (ik)
is the angle between bord Ci-C, and the the hybrid (ij)
17eReference 18
fExperimental values from Reference 18 are iven in brackets.g
Table 2. The Maximum Overlap Hybride, Bond Overlaps, Interorbital
Angles, Deviation Angles, Experimental Bond Lengths, and
Calculated and Experimental Bond Angles of Bicyclo[:i.1.O]-
a
butane.
DeviationIntererbital BondHybrid n Overlap
Angles (degrees) Angles (degrees) Lengths (A)
e125=105.0
0.605'7 C1-02-1. l: R3.87000(12) d1222.51
e 1=107.7
0(21) 3.2 908 d21=24.6
2
'a15=1c4.5
0.51,41,414.83300(22) d25=34.4 C2-c2= 1.497
2
Cl-H =1.0932.3937 0.7441O(1H)
C2-}i =1.0711.7590 0.7 15760(2H)
Calculated bond angles (degrees)
dihedral angles= 106.4 (122-7)
HC1H= 114.7 (115.6)
HC 2C2= 144.5 (128.3)
aAtoms 1 and 2 are methylene and bridging carbons respectively.
b
Reference 19.
Experimental values from Reference 19 are given in brackets.
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The values of n for the bridging hybrids are very large. The corresponding
deviation' angles are also the largest, 25.6° and 3L1.4° for I and II, respectively
The latter is exceptionally large this indicates that the bond has very high
it-character.- The bond overlaps correlate well with the experimental bond
lengths (18,19)• This is note--:-7orth in view of that all single carbon-carbon
y bonds were assigned the same distance initially.
As far as bond angles are concerned, the agreement between calculated
and experimental values may only be termed fair. However, this agreement
G
is comparable to the ones obtained previously for other s-vstemsemploying
the same method. To be more specific, the calculated H-C-H angles are quite.
close to the experimental values the dihedral angles are less so and the
agreements for others (such as C--C-H angles) are worse still
Bicyclo [2 .l .O]pen-2-ene• (I) may be considered as a f uised system of
cyclobut ene and cyclopropane and bi cyclo [1.1.0 ]butane (II as two fused
cyclopropane. Therefore, i t may be instructive to compare their results
12
with those of clobutene (III)(22) ,Devar benzenewith those cyclopropane (III)(12) Dewar benzene
(23) (V), (two fused cyclobutenes). The maximum overlap hybrids of these
molecules are given in Table 3. To facilitate comprison, all structurally
similar carbon atoms in these systems are assigned the same number.
Systems which contain a cyclopropane ring, i.e., I, hand IV, are compared
first. As the immediate structural environment of C remains unchanged in
these three molecules, it is expected that the hybrids y (l2) and (lH) are
nearly indentical for I, II, and IV, as is found to be the case. This indicates
that the calculated hybrids are transferable between parts of molecules for
Which the structural features are similar. This is possible because, in the
maximum overlap model, only the overlap between orbitals on neighboring atoms
are taken into account. Thus, the perturbations on one atom are not transmitted
19
beyond the nearest neighbors.
Since atom C2 of IV becomes a'bridging carbon atom. in I, it is expected
that the bridging hybrid 0(25) would acquire a larger p--content in I and II
than in IV, at the expense of 0(21), which has its p-content reduced upon
bridging. In addition, since C2 is bonded to two hydrogens in IV but only
to one hydrogen atom in I and II, the forementioned trend is to be expected.
[CH hybrids usually have a rather high s-content.]
Attention is now turned to the system which have a cyclobutene ring,
i.e., I, III, and V. It is found that the correlations arrived previously
hold fairly well. For example, hybrids 0(3Lt), 0(32), and 0(3H) remain in
the same range in the three systems, as expected. Hoti:ever, the transferability
is not' as good as in the previous case. In the fused rin systems, the index
of the bridging hybrid 0(25) increases appreciably at the expense of 0(23),
as .has been noted before. Moreover, the increase in .I is larger than that, in
.V, since a cyclopropane. ring is involved in the former case.
A general trend may also be obtained for the bridging hybrids in fused
ring systems. As can be seen from the entries in Table 31 the hybridization
index n for 0(25) increases in the 'order of V (two four-rembered rings),
I(one three- and one four-membered rings), and II (two three-membered rings),
i.e., n increases as the strain of the ring systems increases.
To conclude, the following points-may be noted:
(i) Hybrids calculated based on the maximum. overlap model are ti ansferabl
between parts of molecules for which the structural features are similar.
This is useful since it helps to determine the initial values in a calculation
of this sort.
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Table 3. The Maximum Overlap Hybrids in Bicyclo [2.1.0]pen-2-ene
(I), Bicyclo[1.1.0]butane (II), Cyclobutene (III),
Cyclopropane (IV)) and Dewar Benzene (V)
4 45c4 d5 55 5a eb
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(ii) When two rings are fused together, the p-content of the bridging
hybrids increase considerably at the expense the other hybrids originating
from the bridging atom.
(iii) The increase in p-content noted in (ii) becomes more marked if
the rings involved are more strained.
2. Cyclopentene and Cyclopentadiene
The results of the maximum overlap calculation of cyclopentene (VI)
and cyclopentadiene (VII) are given in Table 4 and 5 respectively. The
details of calculation for VI and VII are given in Appendix III and IV,
respectively.
Examining Tables 4 and 5, it is seen that the values of the deviation
angles are less than 10° , considerably smaller than those of I and II.
However, when a comparison between VI and VII is made, the deviation angles
increase slightly when one more double bond is introduced into the ring.
This is consistent with published results in the literature(22). As is
the case for I and II, the correlation between experimental and calculated
bond angles may only be termed fair. The calculated H-C-H angles are also
close to the experimental ones(24,25).
The change in total overlap versus dihedral angle for I, II, VI, and
VII are given in Table 6. The dihedral angles of these molecules predicted
by maximum overlap criterion deviate about 10° from the experimental values.
As can be seen from Table 6, the total overlap of a molecule is not very
sensitive to the change of dihedral angle. There is only about 0.1% change














Figure 2. The numbering systems of cyclopentene and
cyclopentadiene.
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Table 4. The Maximum Overlap Hybrids, Bond Overlaps, Interorbital
Angles, Deviation Angles, Experimental Bond Lengths, and
Calculated and Experimental Bond Angles of Cyclopentenea
Bond 0Interorbital DeviationnHybrid Overlap
Angles (degrees) Angles (degrees) Lengths
3.350 0.6L390(12) e125= 107.4 d12= 1.7 1.546(A)1
0(21) 3,260 e132= 107.7 d21= 1.52
0.65970(23) 3,329 1.519d23° 5.8
2,4200(3z) e24= 119.8 d32= 6.8
3
1.673 0.76690(314) d34= 2.0 1 .342
2.702 0.734(1H)
0.7336(2H1) 2.738 1.098 (averg.)
2.7li0(2x2) 0.733 6
1.998 0.714900(3H)
Calculated bond angles (degrees)
dihedral angle= 161.0 (151.0)
H-C1-II 111.7 (io4.8)
H-C2- H = 111.4 (101.8)
H- C3-C = 125.2 (143.5)
a For Dez-ails of calculation, see Appendix 3.
Reference 24.
C.
Experimental values from Reference 2l are given in brackets.
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Table 5. Tie Maxi.r lum Overla
p Hybrids, Bond Overlaps, Inter-
orbital Angle s, Deviation Angles, and Experimental
Bond Lengths of Cyclopentadienea.
Interorbital Deviation BondbHybrid n Overlap
Angles(degrees)Angles (degrees) Lengths( )
06615 d12= -0.73,270 25= 107.8 1.5091
2. 4l0 013--119,40(21) d21=• 1.3
2
1.720 0.7691 dam= 809 1.3 42.
'I1.5800(32) e24= 120.0 X32` 6.2 .A.
3




$. For details of calculation, see Appendix 4 0
b Reference 25.
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Table 6. The Correlation Between The Dihedral Angle
and The Total Overlap.
Total OverlapDegrees of the deviatior
(I) (II) (vi) (vii)of the dihedral angle
from the best value
1080.479510a 969.1719 1038.92851210.4713
8 1080.8732 969.3001 1210.508. 1038.9451
Q
0 1081.0568 969.43 81 1210.51`36 1035.9570
4 1081.1517 969.5588 1210.5190 103 8.9651
2 1081.23 41 969.6!471 1210.5200 103 8.969 4
0. (Best value) 10ft .2519 969.7000 1210.5274 1038.9711
-2
-081.2243 1210.5240969.6462 1038.9694
-4 1051.1)420 1210.5201969.5548 1036-9651
-6 1081.0027 969.4302 1210.5148 1038.9570
-8 1080.7734 969.3 000 1210.5084 1038.9451
-10 1080.1108 969•.527 1210.4722 103 8 9285
aPositive (negative) deviation for smaller (larger) er) dihedral angle f from the
best. value.
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In the case of VII,..it is gratifying. that maximum overlap does correspond to
a planar structure. When the total overlap is not at its T.naxLnum, deviation
angles d21 and d23 (referring to the numbering system in I, II, Vi,) and VII)
become larger. Similar results have been obtained by Randic and co-aorkers
for -other hydrocarbon systems (20)
In determining conformation, it is generally believed that non-bonding
interaction, e.g., repulsion between groups attached to different carbon atoms,
may be important. Since all these interactions are neglected in the maximum
overlap model, it is not surprising that the dihedral angles predicted here
are not very satisfactory.
Attention is now turned to the introduction of double bond(s) into three-,
four-.P and five-membered rings. In order to do this, the bond overlaps
of these system-n.s with and without double bonds are listed in Table 7 for
comparison.
As shown in Table 7, there is only a small difference bet-yeen the overlaps
of the double' bonds in cyclopentene and cyclopeLnitadiene. The vinyl carbon-
carbon single bond overlap actually remains constant in the two cases* The
overlap between the saturated carbon of cyclopentene is very close to that
of cyclopentane. So it may be said that the degrees of i-i ng strain in
cyclopentane, cyclopentene, and finally cyclopentadiene are not vastly
different 。
The same situation is not found for four-inembered rings. As can be seen in
Table 7, the overlap for double bonds in cyclobutadiene (0.6715) is much smaller
than that in cyclobutene. In fact, the former is quite close to that for vinyl
C-C single bond (0-6699). Therefore, based on the maximum overlap results, it
is not favorable to introduce two double bonds into a four-membered ring. on
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Table 7. Bond Overlaps in Three-, Four-, and Five-rmembered
Rings with and without Double Bonds
H2N1H2
H1 H1N3
H3 H3 H1H2 H2H3 H3
Double Bond
0.7691 0.7669 0.75810.6715 0.7222(o bond only)
0.6615Vinyl C-C Bond 0.6597 0.6699 0.6577 0.6145
(0.6456)Allyl C-C Bond 0.6439 0.6298 (0.6355) C0-5994}
C--H1 (ordinary) 0.7343 0.7363 0.7389 0.7440
0.7331 0.7335C--H2 (allyl) 0.7248 0.7291
0.7501C-H3 (vinyl) 0.7490 0.7619 0.7457 0.7526
The bonds with overlap values in the blankets are not allyl C- C bonds, They are listed
in this entry for the reason of comparison.
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the other hand, when a double bond is introduced to a cyclobutane, there is
a marked decrease in the resulting allyl C-C bond overlap from the original
C-C bond overlap in cyclobutane. This decrease is three times that when a
double bond is introduced into a five-membered ring. Therefore, based on
maximum overlap- results, it maybe said that considerable strain is present in
a four-membered ring with a double bond.
The case for cyclopropane is a bit confusing. According to the maximum
overlap model, the C-C bonds of cyclopropane are strengthened by introducing
a double bond into the ring. This result is not expected. and contrary to the
results of four-membered ring systems. However, it may be rationalized by
noting that the C- C single bonds in cyclopropene are- vinyl bonds. From Table
7, it can be seen that a vinyl C-C bond is always stronger than an ordinary
C-C bond. In fact, being a vinyl C-C bond, it is much weaker than those of
cyclobutene, cyclopentene and cyclopentadiene.
Referring to the systems listed in Table 7, the C-H bonds may be classified
into three categories, na-nely, vinyl C-H bonds (C--H3), allyl C-H bonds (C-'r',,),
and ordinary C-H bonds (C--H1). Within each category) the overlaps remain
approximately unchanged, around 0.73 for allyl type, 0.75 for vinyl type and
0.74 for the ordinary ones.
To conclude, based on maximum overlap results, the follo,-Ting points may
be.noted:
(i) A five-membered ring can accommodate one or two double bonds
without much difficulty.
(ii) A four--membered ring with one double bond is a system with
considerable strain. Consequently, it is highly unlikely that
it can accommodate two double bonds.
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(iii) A three .membered ring -vrith a double bond will be highly strained.
However, this is still a more favorable condition than that for
cyclobutadiene.
In Table 8, the bond overlaps and the hybrids of bic yTclo [2.1.0 ]pen--2-ene
(I) and cyclopentadiene (VII) are listed for comparison.
Upon a i--i-electron electrocyclic ring closure, cyclopentadiene is
converted to bicclo[2.1.0] en-2'-ene(27).bicylo [2.1.0]pen-2-ene(27).Although highly strained, I is
relatively Ptable under thermal condition. This relative stability may be
due to the fact that, under thermal condition, the syn retry allowed, conrotoary
?mode of ring opening will introduce a trans double bond to the five-membered
ring. The changes of the overlaps of the bonds, the correspond-1-ng hybridizations
and relative stability of the two molecules are examined below.
Upon ring closure, S12 (referring to the numbering system shown in
Figure 2), as expected, decreases considerably, from 0.661 to 0.6038. This
decrease reflects clearly the extra angular strain introduced to C1-C bond
2
by the process. The p-character of the hybrids involved in C1-C 2 bond increases
so as to diminish the deviation angle. The remaining 2s orbital of C1 is
used for C -H bonding. As a result, the C1--H bonds are strengthened while
C1--C2 and C2--C5 bonds are weakened.
For atom C2 the case is more complicated because the number of p
orbitals participating in the hybridization is increased from 2 to 3. Viewing
from this point, the hybrids of C2 in I should have higher p-content than those%
in VII. The angular strain added by the ring--closure process to VII would
cause an increase of p--character in the hybrids originated from C2 for C'---C,
bonds. The net result is that the overlap of C2-H bond and the hybrid of C2
part icipati ng in. the bond is nearly unchanged.
Table 8. The Comparison of Bond Overlaps and Hybridization







bicyclo [2.l.O ]pen-2-ene cyclop entadi e ne
overlap hybrids overlap hybrids
0.6038c1-C2 0.6615
0.6628C2-C3 0.7691













Finally, the overlap of the double bond in the four-nembered ring of I
is a bit smaller than those in cyelcpentadieme. So, upon the ring closure
-C bonds are weakened and the C-H bonds strengthened.
ring,the C
--2-eves although with one more sing bond than cyclo
B1cyc to [2.1.0 ]pen
has a smaller total overlap than cyclopentadiene does. This is
pentadiene,
overlap is considerably more effective than a ype
surprising since a a-type overlap
mainly due to the extremely mall overlap of the bridging
one. This result is mainly
C2 - C5 bond and the much weaker of the G 1- '2 bond in I than a normal C -C
single bond.
To conclude,it may be said that cyclopentadiene is more stsble tharbe said that cyclopentadiene is more stable tha
bicyclo[2.1. 0]pen-2-ene and s consistent with chemical intuition.
However, the difference between their total overlaps is not very large.*
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B. Organic System with Both Two-Center Localized and Multi-Cemter Delocalized
Bonds: The Square Pyramidal Structure of (CH)5.
The square pyramidal structure of (CH)5, together with the structural
parameters calculated by Dewar and Haddon(12), is shown in Figure 3. This
structure is of C4v symmetry. The coordinate and numbering systems are
shown in Figure 4. According to syn retry argument, the basis set upon which
the hybrid set is constructed should consists of four Al symmetry orbitals,
one B1 symmetry orbital, one B2 symmetry orbital and three doubly degenerate
E orbitals [Table 9], An overlap matrix with dimension 25 is constructed based
on the structural parameters. Since there are 24 valence electrons in the
system, twelve eigenvectors of the overlap matrix have elgenvalues larger than
one. These 12 eigenvectors also fulfil exactly the syn uetry requirement. Among
them, four are of Al symmetry, one of B1 symmetry and one of B2 symmetry. The
remaining six eigenvectors can be transformd to three sets of functions with E
symmetry by suitable linear combination. Some representative orbitals, one
for each symmetry, are shown in Figure 5. These molecular orbitals are then
localized by the method already described [Section B of Chapter II]. The
details of the calculation for this structure is given in Appendix 5.
The calculated results of the square pyramidal configuration of (CH)5 are
listed in Table 10. From the table, it is seen that the bonding orbitals
involved may be described as follows: Xl to X5 are the Cl-Hl to C5-H5 bonds
respectively X6 to X9 are the C1-C2, C2-C3, C3-C4, and C4-C1 bonds respectively;
X10 and X11 are three-center bonds covering C1-C5-C3 and C2-C5-C4 respectively;
X12 is a five-center bond encompassing all five carbon atoms.








Figure3. structre of (CH)5 System(caloulated















Figure 4. Coordinate and numbering systems for square
pyramidal structure of (CH)5
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Table 9. Character Table for C4v and Symmetry Basis
for Square Pyramidal- Structure of (CH)+5
E 2C4 O2 2ov 2od
1 1 1 1 1Al
1 1 l 1 1
A2
1 -1 1 1 -1
B1
1 -l 1 -1 1
B2
E 2 0 -2 0 0
A1 +B1 +E
4(C-H) 4 0 0 2 0h
4(C-C) 4 0 0 0 2
A1 + B2 + Eh
(c5-H) 1 1 1 1 1
Alh
(C5 - 4C) 1 1 1 1 1
A1
h
C1-C5-C3 h 2 0 -2 0 0 E
C2-C5-CL
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Figure 5. Some maximum overlap delocalized orbitals of squase






Table 10, The Coefficients of the Atomic Orbi tals, in the
Localized Maximum Overlap Molecular Orbitals
A. 04
X'- X X X X X X X X X X X X
_1 2 3 4 S 6 i 8 9 10 11 12
Cl S
.4186 .0012 .0012 .0031 .3137 .0026 .0026 .3137 .0362 .0000 .1379
.533 .0021 .031.0075 .0021 .0542 .1855PX .0104 .1855 .0490 .0001 .0283
.0001 .0256 .0001 .0256 .0000PY .5285 .0284 .010.0281 .5285 .0000 .0627 .0000
.0254 .02 76 . 02 96 . 02 76P .1347 .2369 .0455 .0455 .2369 .5425 .0002 .3864
C2 s
.0012 .4186, .0012 .0311 0031 .3137 .3137 .0026 .0026 000 .0362. .1379
1.0256
.0001 . 0 2 5 6 .0001P .0000 .5285 .5285 .0284 .0284 o0627 .0000 .0000
.0021 .5343 .002.1 .0075P .0542 .1355 .1855 .0104 .0104 0001
.0490 .0823
1.0276
.0254 .0276 .0296PZ .1347 .2369 ,2369 .0455 .0455 ,0002 .5425 .3864
C3 S
.0311 .0012 .4186 .0012 .0031 .0026 .3137 .3137 .0026 0362 .0000 .1379
.0075 .0021 .5343P) .0021 .0542 .0104 .1855 .1055 ,0104 0490
.0001 .0823
.0001 .0256P) ,0001 , 0256 .0000 .0284 .5285 .5285 .0284 0000 ,0627 .0000
.0296 .0276P2 ,0254 , 02 76
..1347 .0454 .2369 .2369 ,0455 5425 .0002
.3864
C4 s
.0012 .0311 ,0012 ,4186 ,0031 ,0026 .0026 .3137 ,.313 7 0000 .0362 . 13 79
.0256 .0001Py ,u256 .0001 0000.0 x0284 .02.84 .5285 .5285 .0627 .0000 .0000
.0021 .0075P 0021 ,5343 ,0542 .0104
.0104 .1855 1855 0001
.0490 .0823
. 02 76 . 02 96P2 02 76 0254 1347 ,0455 .0455 .2369 ,2369 0002
.5425 ,3864C5 S.
.0012 .0012 0012 0012 .3196 0384
.0384 .0384 0384 0000
.0000 5059
.0099 .0002Px 0099 0002 0000 0356
.0356 .0356 0356 6463 ,0003 0000
.0002 .0099py 0002 0099 0000 0354 ,0354 03 54 0354 0003 6463 0000
.0453 .0453PZ 0453 0453 5041 0158 ,0158
.0158 0158 0000 ,0000 0169H
.7283 .0032 0155 0032 0520 02 75
.0342
.0342 0275 0361 ,0001 0255H 2
.0032 .7283 0032 0155 0520 02 75 ,0275 ,0342 0342 0001 0361 0255H 3 .0155 ,0032 7233 0032 0520 0342 02 75
.0275 0342 0361 0001 0255
.0032 0155 0032 7283 0520 0342 ,0342 0275 02 75 0001 0361 02555.
.0319 ,0319 0319 )0319 052052 4 ,0524 0524 0000 0000 0199
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The C2-C5-C4 three-center bond
3
12.1
The C5 -(C1 C2 C3 C4) five-center bond
3 3
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shown schematically in Figure 6. The atomic orbitals forming the three-center
bonds (X.10 or X11) are nearly pure p orbitals, p Z orbitals for basal carbons
and pX and py for the apical carbon. The orbitals of the basal carbon deviate
5.2° from their respect z-axes, toward the apical carbon atom (Figure 6).
Compared to the orbitals used in the three-center bonds, the basal atomic
orbitals used in the five-center bond have higher s-character these orbitals
make an angle of 12.1° with their z-axes (Figure 6). This angle is considerably
larger than those in the three-center bonds. This can readily be understood
by noting that the orbitals of the apical carbon used in the three-center
bonds, i.e., px or py, point in such a direction that significant overlap can
be resulted by a .slight deviation of the basal carbon orbitals from z-axes.
On the other hand, the apical carbon hybrid participating in the five-center
bond, which consists mostly s orbital with slight mixing from the p s orbital,
points directly downward. Therefore, to result in a more effective overlap,
the basal carbon-orbitals have to have a larger deviation from the z-axes*
Another reason may be that, with higher p-character, the basal carbon orbitals
forming the three-center bonds can extend farther than those in the five-center
bond do, which would again lead to smaller deviation angles. The result that
the hybrid of the apical. carbon used in forming the five-center bond has
exceptionally high s-character is due to the difference between the following
two overlap integrals: (2sC, 2pC ;1.583 =O.4l426, (2p .1 2p 1.583) -0.2684
C C
(see Appendix 5), where 1.583oA is the distance between the apical and basal
carbons. As a consequence of this, the carbon hybrid used in the formation of
C5-H bond has rather high p-character, with hybridization index n being 2949.
In tilting the basal carbon orbitals to ensure effective overlap in the
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multi-center bonds, the basal hydrogens are directed upward from the base ci'
the square pyramid. By the same reasoning, the carbon hybrids forming the base
of the square pyramid are directed do and. In fact, the deviation angles, which
are about 30°, are not common-in a four-membered ring.
For the sake of comparison, the maximum overlap hybrids in cycl'obutane,
cyclobutene, and the square pyramidal structure of (CH)5 are summarized in
Table 11• It can be readily seen that there are approximately two p orbital s
taking part in the hybridization of a basal carbon atom to form the localized
C-C bonds and C-H bond. So, it is expected that the basal carbon should have
similar hybridization to that of C1 in cyclobutene. It can be seen from Table 11
that this is true for, the C-H hybrids. But the index n of the hybrids forming the
base of square pyramid of (CH)+ is similar to the hybrids forming the C-C bonds
of cYclobutane. This may be due to the extraordinary large deviation., ankle.
[ A large deviation angle for a hybrid inevitably leads to high p-character.
Furthermore, part of the s orbital of the basal carbon atom is consumed in the
formation of the five-center delocalized bond. Since the C-H bonds are always
assumed to be straight, no deviation angle is involved and the hybridization i3
an expected.
Based on the above discussions, it seems that a concise del describing
the bonding of the square pyramidal structure of (CH). may be obtained by using.
maximum overlap criterion. The results are summarized as follows:
(i) The apical carbon atom is bonded to the other four carbon atoms by
a five-center bona and two three-center bonds*
(ii) The hybrids forming the base of the square pyramid are similar to
those of cyclobutane but with exceptionally large deviation angle.
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Table 11. The Comparison of The Maximum Overlap Hybridization of





(12) 3.76 3.47 2.43
(21) 3.76 3.47 3.35
(1H) 1.63 2.62 1.92
(2H) 1.63 2.62 2.65
(5H) 0.76
d12 33.0 8.4 10.7




(iii) The basal C-H bonds are similar to Cl -H of cyclobutene.
(iv) The apical C-H bond has rather high p-character, hybridization index
for the carbon hybrid participating in this bond being about 2.50.
co Inorganic AXn Systeras with No Lone Pair: HgCjr: HgCI 2- ZnC2, PtCl l
CuCl 3/5 .
5
The hybridizations. of the central atoms of the JX Vpe inorganic systems
listed above are constructed by the maximum overlap criterion using the
Murrell-Goiebiewski method [Chapter 2, Section C]. The results are listed
in Tables 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 respectively, The coordinate systems chosen
in the calculation are shoran in Figure 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 respectively,
The problem of directed valence was first developed by Paul.ng(l) and
Slater(28). In 1)40j the question was treated systematically by Kir, bal1(29)
from the viewpoint of group theory. He showed that, in generals more than
one combination of atonic. orbitals can be constructed for the hybridization of
a certain geometry. Therefore, it :Lay be interesting to find out the weights
of the possible sets of atomic orbitals in the actual bonding. Kuhn .0' and
(31) have treated this problem by by using g a method formulated :,y Pa.uiinsT.Duffey
Here, the results obtained by these two methods are conpa.red.
In Table. 17, the hybridization for lin_eat, trigonal pl, par.,, sqa ro
planar, tetrahedral and trigonal i ipyram1dal structures are summf rized.
The results in the third column are those obtained by using the method
described in this thesis. Those in the fourth column aye obtained by other
authors using the simple scheme proposed by Pauling(l). In this scheme,
It is assumed that the type overlap between the central atorAl and ligand
orbitals may be taken as the projections of the. angul ar parts of the
orbitals of the central atom along the central atom-ligand bonds. This
gives the relative values 1, 3 1/2, 5 1/2' , for ns, ligand. orbj. ta.] , np
ligand orbital>, and <nd, ligand orbital> respectively. It can be seen






Figure 7. Coordinate system for HgC12






(Hg, Cll) 0.6674 0.7071 0.2336 s0.891pld0.109
(Hg, Cl2) 0.6674 -0.7071 0.2336
Weifht of the
sp dp
combinations : 89.1% 10.9%
aFor details of calculation, see Appendix 6.
bIn this and the following table, (Hg, Li) denotes the hybrid
orignating from Hg and pointing towards ligand i.
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Figure 8. Coordinate- system for HgI3
3
gable 13. Me Maximum -Overlap Hybrids of Hg in Hgi3.
Oneffcients Overall
dx2_y2 d Hybridizationd2SHybridsa pyPx z xy
0.967
pj.972
(Hh.I1)-0.5676- 0.7020 -0.4054 0-105y -0.0480 -0.0844 0.062
(Hg, I2) -0.5676 0.7020 -0.4054 0.1059 +0.0480 -0.0844
(Hg, I3) -0,5676 0.0 0.8108 0.1059 0.0960 0.0
aFor detail calculation, see Appendix 7.
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Figure 9. Goordinate system for PtCl42






(Pt,C11) 0.4875 0.7071 0.0 -0.1113 0.5000
(Pt,C12) 0.4875 0.0 0.7071 -0.7071 -0.1113 -0.5000
(Pt.C13) 0.4875 -0.7071 0.0 -0.1113 0.5000
(Pt,C14) 0.4875 0.0 -0.7071 -0.1113 -0.5000












Figure 10. Coordinate.system for.ZnCl 4
lade 15. The Maximm-Overlap Hybrids of Zn in ZnC1 2/4
4
Coefficients
Hybridsa 8 px a.py dyz d,Pz
xr xz
0.5000 0.4951 0.49510(Zn,CI1) 0.4951 0.0699 0.0699 0.0699
-0.4951. -.49510.5000O(Zn,CI2) -0.0699+0.4951 -0.06990.0699
-0.4951 -0.49510.5000 -0.06990.4951(Zn,C13) -0.06990.0699
-0.4951 -0.06990.5000 -0.4951
-0.06990.4951O(Zn,C1 4) 0.0699
Overall Hybridization: s l p 2.94 d 0.06
3Weight of the combinations: sp sd3
98% 2%
a For detail calculation, see Appendix 9.
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Figure ll. Coordinate system for CuC1
Table 16. The Maximm- 7Overlap Hybrids of Cu in CuC1
5
Coeffisionis
Hybrias8 8 d z 2p py dPzX Z XYdX2-Y2
0.44344- 0.0 0.0O(Cu,Cl1) 0.7071 O.5580 0.0 0.0
(Cu,c12) 0.4344 0.0 0.0 0.0-0.7071 0.5580 0.0
-0.35470.7022 0.4054 0.0O(Cu,cl3) 0.4550 0.0481 0.0832
-0.7022
-0.35470.4o54 0.0(Cu,C14) 0.4556 -0.08320.0481
-0.81080.0 -0.0961O(Cu,C15) 0.4556 0.0
-0.3547 0.0
Hybridization: axial bonds s 0.377 p1 d 0.623
o 0.623p 1.972d 0.405equatorial bonds
Overall Hybridization: s1 p2.972 d1.028
Weight of the combinations: dsp 3 d3 sp
1.4%98.6%
a For detail calculation, see.Appendix 10.
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Table 17. The Maximum Overlap Hybridization of The Central.
Atoms in Several AXn.-Type Inorganic Systems
HybridizationInorganic Molecular
Specise Structure Murrell Gol'ebiewski Method Pauling's Method
LinearHgC12 SO.891p1d0.109 81.667p1.d0.833
so• 967p19972d0 o0b2HgI,3 so.445 p 0.888 dl.668Trigonal
planar
1p2.940d0.060 sip1.125d1.875TetrahedralZnCl42 slp2.940do.04





s 2 972 1 .028
(overall) S1pi.889d2.111
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based on the Pauling method is always larger than that based on the Murrell--•
Goiebiewski method. This results' directly from Palling's assu iption that d
orbital overlaps more effectively than the s and p orbitals with the ligand
orbitals. The invalidity of this assumption is obvious when comparing its
overlap values to those obtained by using Clenenti wave functions or other
analytical wave functions. [See Appendices 6 to lG. I. r_ fact, s and p orbital s
are less diffuse than d orbitals and therefore overlap more effectively. As
a result, according to maximum overlap model, the contribution of the former
two are always l 1•ger in the overall hybridization than that of the latter
whenever there is competition between them.
w
In CuClS, which has- a t rigona 1 bipyramidCo.l structure,- there are two
different types. of bonds i.e., the axial and the equatorial bonds. As a
first approximation, it may be assumed that the hybrids of Cu participating
in these bonds are similar, However, it can be seen froi7i Table 16 that this
is not entirely true. According to the maximum overlap model, the hybridizations
are s12.65d1.65and s1p3.17d0.5 for axial and equatorial bonds
are s1p2.65d1.65 and s1p3.17d0.65 for axial and equatorial bonds) respective).Y
The equatorial bonds have muds higher p-ontent and lower d-content than the
axial bonds. This may be explained as follows, The evatorial bonds, being
trigonal planar, are of D3h, symmetry. It may be constructed by using an ato-nde
orbital of Al symmetry and two doubly degenerated atomic orbitals of E
symmetry. For. Dh syrunetry, both the (px,py) set and the (d c2 2, d) set
-Y _Y
are the basis of the E representation. By noting that the p orbital of Cu
overlaps nearly seven times more effective than d orbital with the p orbital
of Cl, the emphasis of the participation of p orbitals in equatorial hybrids
is not surprising.
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D. Inorganic AXn Systems with Lone Pair(s): SF4 and BrF3
The calculated results of SF4 and BrF3 are listed in Tables 18 and 19
respectively. The coordinate systems chosen are shoTm in Figure 12 and 13
respectively.
In the case of SF41 there is only one lone pair. Based on symmetry
argument, the wave function of this lone pair should be a linear combination
of s, pZ and dZ2 atomic orbitals of sulfer. The coefficients of these three
atomic orbitals may be determined by utilizing the normolization condition and
the two orthogonality conditions between the lone pair and the hybrids.
For BrF3 s the situation is more comfpli.cated. There are six atomic
orbitals which can make contribution to the lone pair wave functions, i• e.,
s,, pz, px, dz2, dx2-y2 and dxz. So s six equations are needed to determine
the lone-pair wave functions uniquely. However, there are only two ortho-
gonality and two norraali2ation conditions. For the lone-pair wave finctiion
to be determined, two more relations are needed. This problem is solved 'as
(i) It is assumed that the s orbital remained from the construction
of the hybrids is used up to construct the lone-pair wave
functions. This assumption is reasonable in view of the fact
that, in the isoelectronic system SF4, 98% of the s orbital is
consumed in the construction of the bonding hybrids and the
lone pair.
(ii), The orientation of the lone pairs are determined by using
Thompson's Model (32)• This model is based on an simple electro-
static repulsion picture, According to.the model., the bonded
and lone pairs are placed on a unit sphere and were assumed to
















(lone pair)1 (lone pair)2
Figure 13. Numbering and coordinate systeras for BrF3
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Table 18. The Maxirum Overlap Hvbridizction and Lone-Pair Wave
Function of SF
Hybrids coefficients of atomic orbitals Hybridization
pz px py dz2 dx2-y2 dxz dyz
(S,F1) 0.5871 0.3390 0.0 0.7071 -0.0944 -0.1774 0.0 -0.0088 s0.689p1.230 d0.081
(S,F2) 0.5871 0.3390 0.0 -0.7071 -0.0944 -0.1774 0.0 0.0088 s0.689p1.230d0.081
(S,F3) 0.3771 -0.5879 0.7058 0.0 0.0463 0.0999 00.0437 0.0 s0.284p1.688d0.028
(S,F4) 0.3771 0.0841 0.1317 0.0 0.0 0.9877 0.0 0.0 s0.284p1.6884d0.0
(lone-pair) 0.0841 0.1317 0.0 0.0 0.9877 0.0 0.0 0.0 s0.007p0.017d0.976
Table 19. The Maximum Overlap Hyoridization and
Lone-Pair Wave Functions of BrF3 •
Coefficients of atomic orbitals
Hybrids Hybridizations dx2 -y2dz2py pz dyzx Zx dx Z
S 0.139p 0.799 d O.O630.8938 0.2329 .0.0913 0.00.00.0 0.0(Br, FI) 0,3723
S O.397p 0.540d 0.063
-0.20O4 -0.1626 -0.1916 0.01660.0 0.7069(Br, F2) 0.6299 0.0
S O.397 2 O.540d 0.063
-0.1916 -0.01660.0(Br, F3) 0.6299 0.1626 0.0-0 7069 -0.2004
-0.2373 -0.5963(lone-pair)1 0.1800 0.3800 0.0 0.46680.4398 s 0.032 p 0.201d 0.7670.0
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
r(A)
Figure 14. The profile of the lone-pair wave function of BrF3.
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Total Repulsion where Cij is a weighing
factor, 0.5 for mutual bonded-pair repulsion, 1.0 for mutual
lone-pair repulsion and 0.7 for bonded-pair-lone-pair repulsion.
The total repulsion is then minimized with respect to rij. The
direction of the lone and bonded pairs are calculated from those
rij which give minimum repulsion. By using the experimental
F1-Br-F2 bond angle(33), the angle between the lone pairs are
found to be 118.7°. (For detailed calculations, see Appendix 12)
With these two additional assurriptions, the form of the lone pairs ca-ri
be determined in a straight forward manner.
From Tables 18 and 19, it can be seen that the s and p orbitals are
nearly completely exhausted by the construction of the bonding hybrids,
the lone pair(s), as a consequence, acquire a very .high d-content. This
exceptionally high d-content is due to the effectiveness of s and p orbitals
in overlapping with ligand orbital.
The profiles of the lone pairs in BrF3 and BrF3 are shown in Figure 13
and 14 respectively. The interesting points of these curves are the nodes
and the -maxima. In fact, it is not unreasonable to take the most prominent
rmax aa a measure of the protrusion of the lone pair. Therefore, the present
method may be .used to estimate the size of a lone pair.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this thesis, the maximum overlap criterion has been applied to
several organic and inorganic systems. For the organic systems. containing
only classical bonds, the results obtained show good agreement with the
general chemical intuition, i.e., the correlation between the experimental
bond lengths and the calculated bond overlaps and the effect of introducing
double bonds to small rings. In addition, the calculated and experimental
bond angles agree reasonably well. For the case of (CH)5, maximum overlap
model gives a simple and concise description of bonding to the system. The
result, compared to those more elaborately obtained, is quite satisfactory.
For the inorganic systems, the hybridization for a seres of molecule,
coordination number ranges from 2 to 5, are determined. For systems with
lone pair(s), i.e., SF4 and BrF3, the lone-pair wave functions are determined
This appears to be an inexpensive way of determining the profile and size
of a lone pair orbital.
As a conclusion, it may be said that the maximum overlap model gives
a clear and reasonable description of bonding in molecules with moderate
size.
Appendix 1. The Details of Calculation of The Naximwr1 Overlap Hybridization
of Bicyclo [2.1.O]pen-2-cne.
A, Assumptions: i) The C2-C3-C4-C5 ring is planar
2) Deviation angles d32 and d34 are identical.
B. Independent Variables: There are eleven independent variables, i.e.,
n(12), V(12), V(23), w(23), n(32), w(32), n(34) P. V(2ti), gip, Dp, T.









rC2 and C5 are cquivalcnt by symr try.
n(ij) is the index of the hybrid$ (i j) which originates from atom i
and points towards atom j.
P(ij) is the projection of(ij) on certain reference plane, P(12) on
C1-C2 -C5plane P (21) and P (23) on C2-C3-C4-C5 plane and P(25)
plane,P(21) and P(23)on C2-C3
co-planar with the z-axes of C2 and C5.




V(ij) is the in-plane deviation angle of (i j) the angle between
P (i j) and Ci--C j bond.
T =180°-dihedral angle (between three--Tneir1bered and four -membered
rings).
Angles Dp and Wp are defined as shown in the figure.
(The same set of notation is used in Appondix 2, 3 and 4.)
C. Dependent Variables



















A(1) =SQRT (1/ (1+N (1 2)))
A(2):.SQRT(1/(1+N(21)))
A (3) :SQRT (1/ (1+ N (2 3)))
A (4) =SQRT (1/ (1 +N (32)))
A(5-)=SQRT(1/(1+N(34)))
A( 6)= S Q R T (1/(I +N(25)))
A(7):: SQRT(1 /(1+N(1H)))
A(8)-SQRT (1/(1+Nj(2H)))












V T/( S 0 R 7 0a S--(1-((SIN(W(12)))**l)*N(12))/(14-N(l2)))
*S(4RT(2.)))-3(). *Pi/180
V(21) =ATAN((TrAN(f)P)iCOS(ivjp))*rOS(- SQRT((t.WP-.T)**2 )))-6.0 0*PI/ 1 80
V(32)=(PI°-ACOS(1/SQfT(N(32)*N(i4)))-93.000*PY/1tO)/2
V(32)-=V(34)
D. Overlaps: For the atomic orbitals of carbon atom the bond lengths used
and the basic overlaps, see Chapter Section A. In this and the following












*SB+(A(2)*B(I)*COS (W(12))*COS Ml 2))+A(1)*B(2)*CUS (W(21)
*CO S(V(21)))*SC+B (1)*R(2)*(COS. (W(12))*COS(W(21))*SIN(V(12))*STIN (V(21))
+SIN(1.1(12))*gYN('r1(21))* n
S(?.-S)=A(: *A(4)* A+R(3)* ,(4)*COS(t.1(?-3))*r,,OS(`!(32))*COS(V(32-)CosM32.)













The total overlap is maximized with respect to the independent variables
by an iterative process. The results are shown in Table 1.
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Appendix 2. The Details of Calculation of. The Maximum Overlap
Hybridi z. ticn of Bicyclo [1.1.0]butane.






C2 and C5 are. equivalent. by symnmetry.
[P(12) is .on C1-C2-C5 plane, P(21) is on the z-axes
of C2 and C5, and (25) is coplanar with the s-axes.]
B B. Dependent Variable:
Y=-ATAN (TAN (DP) /COS (WP))
N(21)=1/(2*((SiN(Y))**2)*((r.OS(t.JP)) *2)-l)








B(3) .-SQRT (NN (25)/ (1+N (25)))
B(4)=SQRT(1-A(4)**2)















The results are tabulated in Table 2.
Appendix 3. The Details of Calculation of The Maximum Overlap
Hybridization of Cyclopentene,
A. Assumption: d32=d34
B. Independent Variables: n(12), W(12), n(21), V(23), W(23 ).n(32), V(32),























A( 3)-=SQRT(1/ (1+N23) ) )
A(4): SQR T(1 /(1+N(32)))
A(5)=SQRT(1 /(1sN(34)))
A(9)=SQRT-(1/ (1+N (21-12)))
A(6) =SORT ((1-2*A(1) **2) /2)-
A(7)=SQRT(1--A(2)* 2_-A(3)**2.,A(9)**2)







B (7) =.SQRT (1 -A(7) **2)
B (8) =SQRT (1 .A.(8) **2)
B 9)=SQRT(N(2H2)/(1+N(2H2)))
W(21)=-ASIN(SIN(Y)*SIN(WP.T))












S(1 H) =A (6) *SE+B (6) *SF
S(2H1)=A(7)*SE+B(7)*SF
S 3H-) =A (8) *S E+B (fl) *S FS(2H2)=A(9)*SE+B(9)*SF
STOTA'L=KCC*(2*S(12)+2*S(23)+S(34))+KCHw2*(S(1H)+S(2141)+S(2H2)i-S(3I)i
The results are tabulated in Table 3
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Appendix4.. The D.Vails of Calculation of The Maximum Overlap
Hybridization of Cyc3.opentadiene.
A. Assumption: d32=d34
B. Independent Variables: n(12), n(21), n(32), w(12), W(23 ) W(32),



















-COS (W(32))*SIN(V(32)+TC.-PI/2)*COS (t)(34))*COS(Y (34))
+SIN(W(32))*SIN(W(34)))*, 2)
A(( 4 1 2) A(2)=SQRT(1/(1+N(21)))
A(3)=SQRT(1/ (1+N(23)))
A(4)=SQRT(1 /(1+N,) (32)))



































SYOTAL=KCC* (2*S (1 2)+2*S (23) +S (34) )+KCH*2* (S (1 H) + S (2H) +S (3H))
The results are shown in Table 4.
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Appendix5. The Details of Calculation of the Maximum overlap
Hybridization of The Square Pyramidal Structure
of (CH)+5.
A. The construction of the overlap matrix and the maxi. overlap
molecular orbitals
The atomic orbitals of carbon used in the calculation of the
two-center overlap integrals are Clementi orbitals. By using the
structural parameters calculated by Dewar and Fladdon(12) (see Figure 3),
the basis overlap integrals are calculated to have the following g
values- (The coordinate and numbering. systems are shovn in Figure 3)grlte3.)









(2sc, 2sC) 0.33930 1.533




The overlap matrix which is square and of dim ernsion 25 is
then constructed and shown in Table 20. Its eigenvector and
eigenvalue matrices are found. The 12 eigenvectors corresponding
to the first 12 largest eigenvalues are listed in. Table 21. Among
these delocalized molecular orbitals, the first four are of Al,
symrrletry, the eleventh and twelveth are of B1 and B2 symmetry
respectively. The six molecular orbitals, From 45 to 410, are
doubly degenerate and can be trans formed to have E symmetry by
suitable linear combination:
The resulting molecular orbitals with E symmetry are shown in Table 22.
B. The localization of the maximum overlap molecular orbitals.
The localized molecular orbitals from which the hybrids are
constructed are expressed as the lineax combination of the delocalized
molecular orbitals. Thecoefficients used in the linear combination
are determined by the method described in Chapter 2, Section B.
The coefficients with respect to which the total overlap is maximized
are chosen to be a(l,7), a(1,9), a(5,2), a(6,1),and a (6,5).
term. a (i, j) denotes the coefficient of the jth delocalized molecular
Orbital,4(j), in the ith localized molecular orbital X(i) s
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The dependent variables are expressed in terms of the dependent
































Let SH(1) = 0.57092 SC(1) = 0.42931 SC(5) = 0.33930
SH(2) = 0.60528 SC(2) = 0.47769 SC(6) = 0.40426
SH(3) = 0.57143 SC(3) = 0.25825 SC(7) = 0.26848










































The localized molecular orbitals,exprossed in terms of the delocaliaed
molecular orbitals and the atomic orbitals are shown in Table 23 and
10 respectively.
S(135) and S(12345) are the bond overflaps of the (C1-C5-C3)three
center bond and the C5-(C1 C2 C3 C4) five-center bond respectibely.
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Table20. TheOverlapMatrixof The9quar+pyramidalStructureof (CH)5.
AtomloOrbitalo
C1 Px Py Pz C2 Px Py Pz C3 Px Py Pz C4 Px Py Pz C5 Px Py Pz H1 H2 H3 H4 H5C1 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4293 0.3378 0.3378 0.0000 0.1815 0.2662 0.0000 0.0000 0.4293 0.3378 -.3378 0.00000.3393 0.2702 0.0000 -.2697 0.5709 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000Px 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-.3378 0.0128 -.2713 0.0000 -.2662 -.2419 0.0000 0.0000
-.3378 0.0128 0.2713 0.0000 -.2702 0.0210 0.0000 2.2593 0.5053 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Py 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 -.3378 -.2713 0.0128 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1234 0.0000 0.3378 0.2713 0.0128 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2533 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000Pz 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2841 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1234 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2841 0.2697 0.2593 0.0000 -.0362 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000C2 0.4293 -.3378 -.3378 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4293 0.3376 -.3378 0.0000 0.1815 0.0000 -.2662 0.0000 0.3393 0.0000 -.2702 -.2697 0.0000 0.5709 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000Px 0.3378 0.0128 -.2713 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-.3378 0.0128 0.2713 0.0000 0.0000 0.1234 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2533 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000Py 0.3378 -.2713 0.0128 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.3378 0.2713 0.0128 0.0000 0.2662 0.0000 -.2419 0.0000
0.2702 0.0000 0.0210 -.2593 0.0000 -.5053 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000Pz 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2841 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2841 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1234 0.2697 0.0000 -.2593 -.0362 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000C3 0.1815 -.2662 0.0000 0.0000 0.4293 -.3378 0.3378 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4293 -.3378 -.3378 0.0000 0.3393 -.2702 0.0000 -.2697 0.0000 0.0000 0.5709 0.0000 0.0000Px 0.2662 -.2419 0.0000 0.0000 0.3378 0.0128 0.2713 0.00000.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3378 0.0128 -.2713 0.0000 0.2702 0.0210 0.0000 -.2593 0.0000 0.0000 -.5053 0.0000 0.0000Py 0.0000 0.0000 0.1234 0.0000 -.3378 0.2713 0.0128 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.3378 -.2713 0.0128 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2533 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000Pz 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.12340.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2841 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2841 0.2697 -.2593 0.0000 -.0362 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000C4 0.4293 -.3378 0.3378 0.0000 0.1815 0.0000 0.2662 0.0000 0.4293 0.3378 0.3378 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3393 0.0000 0.2702 -.2697 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5709 0.0000Px 0.3378 0.0128 0.2713 0.0000 0.0000 0.1234 0.0000 0.0000
-.3378 0.0128 -.2713 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2533 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000Py -.3378 0.2713 0.0128 0.0000-.2662 0.0000 -.2419 0.0000
-.3378 -.2713 0.0128 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
-.2702 0.0000 0.0210 0.2593 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5053 0.0000Px 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2841 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1234 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.28410.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.2697 0.0000 0.2593 -.0362
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000C5 0.3393 -.2702 0.0000 0.2697 0.3393 0.0000 0.2702 0.26970.3393 0.2702 0.0000 0.2697 0.3393 0.0000 -.2702 0.2697 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5714Px 0.2702 0.0210 0.0000 0.2593 0.0000 0.2533 0.0000 0.0000
-.2702 0.0210 0.0000 -.2593 0.0000 0.2533 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000Py 0.0000 0.0000 0.2533 0.0000 -.2702 0.0000 0.0210 -.2593 0.0000 0.0000 0.2533 0.0000 0.2702 0.0000 0.0210 0.25930.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000Pz -.2697 0.2593 0.0000 -.0362 -.2697 0.0000 -.2593 -.0362
-.2697 -.2593 0.0000 -.0362
-.2697 0.0000 0.2593 -.0362 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5044H1 0.5709 0.5053 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00001.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000H2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5709 0.0000 -.5053 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000H3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5709 -.5053 0.0000 0.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000H4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000.5709 0.0000 0.5053 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000H5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5714 0.0000 0.0000 0.5044 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
Table 2 1. The Coefficients of the Atomic Orbitals- in
the Deloc'alized Maximum overlap Molecular Orbitals
M. 0.A. O.
OFT3 eT ' (P2 • (I)' (p(p4 I/l 'I cpT'SS 6 Y/ 7 ` 9 P/0 J?
c, 1 s. -.062 •.2261.3390 .0150 .4135 0132 . 046 7 .002 '.2236. 0 72 7 .0807 1'0000
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.0000 .0000.000 pY .0000
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.2167-.011 1.3 718 .0000
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.000C 0000 0000 3869 ,0124 4657 0244
.2415- 2682 0000.0000
.0000
.0000 0000 00000124 p y 3869 ,0244
.4657
.2682 2415 0000.0000.2706 pz
.2988 0906 4380 0000 0000 0000 ,0000
.00000000 H0000 1 .0i99010000 ,0020 3530- D548 2824 0092 4244 0222
.0977- 1084--3598 H- 2 .0199
.0000
.0020 3530- J548 0090- 2824 0222- 4244 .1084 09763598 H0000 3
.0199 .0020 3530- )548- 2824-0090- 4244- 0222 0976 1084-3596 1-I 410000
.0199
.002.0 3530 )548- 0090 2.82A- 0222 4244 10840976 !i •02563598 5




The Coefficients of the Atomic Orbitals in the Degenerated
Maximum Overlap Molecular Orbitals which are of E Symmetry.
M. O.
A. O.
45 46 47 48 49 410
C1 s .4137 .0000 .0467 .0000 .1086 .0000
Px .1906 .0000 .3121 .0000 -.1411 .0000
Py .0000 .3630 .0000 -.2530 .0000 .3627
Pz .0772 .0000 -.2170 .0000 -.5003 .0000
C2 s .0000 -.4137 .0000 -.0467 .0000 -.1086
Px .3630 .0000 -.2530 .0000 .3627 .0000
Py .0000 .1906 .0000 .3121 .0000 -.1411
Pz .0000 -.0772 .0000 .2190 .0000 .5003
C3 s -.4137 .0000 -.0467 .0000 -.1086 .0000
Px .1906 .0000 .3121 .0000 -.1411 .0000
Py .0000 .3630 .0000 -.2530 .0000 .3627
Pz -.0772 .0000 ..2170 .0000 .5003 .0000
C4 s .0000 .4137 .0000 .0467 .0000 .1086
Px .3630 .0000 -.2530 .0000 .3627 .0000
Py .0000 .1906 .0000 .3121 .0000 -.1411
Pz .0000 .0772 .0000 -.2170 .0000 -.5003
C5 s .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
Px .3871 .0000 .4664 .0000 -.3609 .0000
Py .0000 .3867 .0000 -.4664 .0000 -.3609
Pz .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
H 1 .2826 .0000 .4249 .0000 -.1459 .0000
H 2 .0000 -.2826 .0000 -.4249 .0000 .1459
H 3 -.2826 .0000 -.4249 .0000 .1459 .0000
H 4 .0000 .2826 .0000 .4249 .0000 -.1459
H 5 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
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Table 23. The Coefficients of the Delocalized Maximum Overlap
M.O. in the Localized Maximum Overlap M.O.
M.O.
x1 x2 x3 x4 X5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12
.0000
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
.4130 .4130 .4130 .4130 .0000 .0000 .5637
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000




-.5000 -,5000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 .9600 .0789
.0789 .0789 .0789 .0000
.0000 -.2313
-.4517 .0000 -.4517 .0000 .0000 .2900








.2900 .2900 .0000 -.3575 .0000
.5201 .0000 -.5201 .0000






.1335 -.1335 -.1335 .0000
.4404
.0000
-.1600 .0000 .1600 .0000
.0000
.3848 -.3848 -.3848 .3848 -8382 .0000
.0000
.0000




.3848 .3848 -.8382 .0000
.0000
.0000 .0000
.0000 .0000 -.5000 .50000 -.5000 .5000 .0000 .0000
.0000
-.5000 .5000 -.50000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
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Appendix 6. The,De as.ls of Calculation of The Maximum Ov-er 8p
Hybridization of Hg in HgCl2.
The molecule HgC12 is linear, belonging to the syxi retry point group
Dooh (The coordinate system chosen is shoi rr_ in Figure 7.)
The Hg wave functions employed in the calculation of overlap integrals
are those reported b Basch and r (34). In this and thy and following
e iallotdng
Appendices, the Cl wave functions are the familiar Clementi orbitals (211)
The basic two-center overlap integrals have the .fo:l loving value s
(35)




The overlap mate can 4then be calculated and ihae the form:





Appendix 7. The Details of Calculation of The Maximum Ovecryla p
Hybridization of 11F in HgL
The species HgI3 is trigonal planar and of D syn,netry! (The coordinate
3h
system chosen is shown in Figure 8.) The wave function of Hg used here are
identical to those in Appendix- 8* For the case of I, those wave functions
calculated by Straub are used(36)• The basic two-center ot erla integralsp
have the following values:
Bond Length (37)Type of overlap Overlap
-0.221486(6SHg, 5p1) 2.71
--0.30674
6PHgs 5PT I Q
-0O8388(Hg' 5pI)o
The overlap matrix is as follows:
The Atomic U wb:itais of Hg
6s 5d 26p ,pX 5d2y2Z x.. 5dXY
-O.22u86 --0.26151 015337 o.o41945n(I1) 01.8.6 -0.03146
-0,22486 -0.153370.26151.5P(I2) o.c4i94 .1816 0.05146
0 0,30674 0.041945p(i3) --0.22486 0003632 0
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Appendix 3 e, The Deails of Calculation of The Maximura Overlap
2-
Hybridization of Pt in PtCl
The species FtC:l s being square planar p belongs to Doh symmetry point
group. (The coordinate system chosen is, shown in Figure 9.) The wave
function of Pt used. are those reported by Basch and Gray(34). The basic two--
center overlap integrals have the following values.
r rd
Type of overlap Bond Length 3)Oven, an
(6spt' 3pCl) 027286 2.320
6ppt,' 3T) 0.33 696c l Q
0.12458(5dp.tf- 3p(,l)Q
The over ]_ap matrix it as :follows
The Atomic Orbitals of Pt
6s box 6pv. d 2 5d 2
_Y241 Z
0.27286 0.336963p (C11) 0.00000 0.10789
--0.0622/
0.27286 --0,10?89 -x.062290.00000 033 6963p (c12)
-0-336960.27286 -0.062293p (C13) 0 .00000 0-10789
_0,33696 -0.107390.27286 --0062290.000003p(C1j)
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Appendix 9. The Dotails of calculation of TheMaximum Overlep
Hybridizetion Zn in znCl2/4-.
The soeciee ZnC1 2/4- belongs to the symmetry point group Td.(The
coordinate syste chosen is shom in Figure 10. ) Both the Zn and C1 wave
fuctions employed b in tho calcution of the cverlaop integrals are Clementi












The overlap matrix can then e constructed and hes the foolowing form:
Tho Atomle Orbltais of Zn
4s 4px 4py 4pz 3dxy 3dxz 3dyz
3p(c11) 0.26076 0.24602 0.24602 0.24602 0.03473 0.03473
3p(c12) 0.26076 -0.24602 0.24602 0.24602 -0.03473 -0.03473
3p(c13) 0.26076 0.24602 -0.24602 -0.24602 -0.03473 0.3473
3P(c14) 0.26076 -0.24602 0.24602 -0.24602 -0.03473 -0.03471
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Appendix 10, The Details of Calculation of The Maximum Overlap
-
Flybridi nation of Cu in CuCl3
5
The species Cuu1.C, being gonal. oipyrarnidal bto the D
J belongs 35-
symmetry point group. (The coordinate system chosen is shown in Figure 11.)
The Cu wave function reported by R.S.. Strange, W.D. White and R.S. Drago(4o)
are used for the calculation of the basis two-center overlap integrals o
(41)Type of overlap Overlap Bond Length






The overlap matrix may then be constructed as follows
The Atomic Orbitals of Cu
4p4s 4p 4p 3dz2 3dx2y2 dx Z Z X2y xy
0.26664 0.00000 0.000003p(Cl) 0.31911 0.04430 0.00000 0.00000
0.319110.26664 0.000003p(C1) 0.00000 0.04430 0 00000 0.00000
0.26664 -0.023160.2d0303p(Cl) 0.16183 0.00000 0.01918 0.03322




Appendix 11 o The Details of Calculation of The Maximum Over- lap.
Hybridization and the Lone-Pair Wave Function of SFli•
The molecule SF4 belongs to the symmetry point group C2v. (The coordinate
system chosen is shown in Figure 12.) The S wave function-used in the
calculation of overlap integrals are those reported by Craig(42)0 Those of
F are C ementi wave functions. The geometrical parameters used are those
determined b (43)
y Tulles and Ginn The basic two-center overlap integrals
have the following values
Type of overlap Overlap Bond Length
0.22781(3 s 2pp,) 1.66 R
0.26551(3% 2pF)
0.03L182C3c 2pr)
(3s 2PF 0:25864 1.545 R
0.27807MS.2pF)
0.01571(3, 2pF )
The overlap matrix is as follows:
The Atomic Orbitals of S
3p3s 3d3d23Pz 3d3 py -x z 3d xzyz
-0.01451 -0.017252p(F1) -0.003290.22781 o. 265110
-0.0 006 0.
--o.265i1 -O.01)451 -0.017250.227812p(F2) 0
-10.03 006 0.00329 0
-0.1758)40.25864 -0.013332p(F3) 0.2154.1 0 0.00157 0.00816 0
-0.21541 -0.1758)42p(Fli) 0.25864 0 0.00157 0.00816 0 0.01333
By ultilizing the normalization condition and the two orthogonality
conditions between the lone pair and the hybrids, the wave function of the lone
pair may be determined in a straightforward manner. The results are shown in
Table 18.
Appendix 12s The Details of Calculation of The Maximumr. Overlap Hybridis
Hybridization
and The Lone-Pair wHave Functions of Bre3
The coordinate system chosen for BrF is shown in Figure I. Both
the wave functions of Br and F are clentiett-IL wave functions. the eom'geometrical
parameters used for the calculation of the two-center overlap integrals are
those reported by D.W. Magnuson(33) The values of the basic overlap a:-e as
follows
Type of overlap (33)Overlap Bond Length
(4s Br, 2PF,) 0.20699 1.721
(4pBr' 2pF) 0.24570
(1dBr' 2PF) 0.O4784
(4s Br' 2PF,) 0.18496 1.810A.
(4pBr' 2 pF) 0,223308
(4dBr' 2PF) 0.04180
Overlap Matrix
The Atomic Orbi-cal s of Br
4s 4dx 2 -y24p 4d4p 4dz2
y
2p(Fl) 0.20699 0 0.24570 0.0478 0 0






The wave functions of the lone pairs are constructed as f olio Us
.A.
It is assumed that the s orbital remained from, the construction of the
hybrids is used up to constructed the lone-pairwave functions.
B. The orientation of the lone pairs are determined by using Thompson's





Let the angle bet.-Teen the (Br- F3) bond and the lone pair bc and
that between (Br, Fl) bond and Br, F2) hors be. . The distances bc, {een the(
lone pairs and the hybrids are then expressed in teems of a, and e, t
Total Repulsion
The experimental values(33) of P, 86.20 is used in the calculation a._d
the value of a giving rii uirrnm total repulsion is 118.7°- The wave f_unct, :ons
of the lone pairs can then be determined in a s:raight 'orirard manner.
The results are shown in Table 19.
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